


ROUND LIGHT BOX SIGN

The Round Light Box Sign offers a 23"/60cm of signage real 
estate to get your business noticed. The Round Light Box 
Sign lights your business up at night effortlessly. 

Constructed from aluminum and acrylic, the Round Light 
Box Sign stands up to the elements without weathering.

Signs are provided blank and made from powder-coated
Aluminum.

Thank you for your purchase, 

George & Willy



CARE GUIDE

Where you install your product depends on its material/s.  
We advise you use a qualified builder for installing the Round 
Light Box Sign. 

Wooden and Steel Products: We recommend using these 
products inside or under a shelter where they are protected 
from any exposure to rain or water. 

Aluminum Products: These products are non-corrosive and 
suitable for use outside. 

Chalk Products: You should use traditional dry chalk. We 
don't recommend using liquid chalk pens on our products. 

Transportable Outdoor Signage: If there is exposure to wind, 
we recommend bringing signage inside to protect it from the 
extremes. We offer Sandbags to help support your product in 
moderate wind conditions.



COMPONENTS

1 x Round Light Box Sign
(with electrics attached)

4 x Wood Screws

1 x NZ/AU Plug 

1 x  EU Plug 

1 x  UK Plug 

1 x  US Plug 

4 x Concrete Screws

1 x Drive Bit 



Your Round Light Box Sign comes blank and ready for your 
graphics to be applied. 

We recommend a local sign writer doing this for you. 
Option 1 - Vinyl Sticker. Get your logo/details printed on a 
vinyl sticker at a local sign writer and apply it straight onto 
the sign.
Option 2 - Painted. A more traditional yet classic approach, 
have your display hand painted onto the Round Light Box 
Sign.
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Select a space to install your Round Light Box Sign, 
somewhere unobtrusive and highly visible. We recommend 
fixing the Round Light Box Sign into studs or a solid wall. 
Insert the first screw using either the concrete or wood 
screws provided depending on your installation surface.
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Using a level, position the sign so it is perfectly vertical. 
Fasten the remaining screws to ensure the Round Light Box 
Sign is securely fixed to the wall.

Make sure the cable is not being pinched and is located 
In the cable channel at the back of the sign. 
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Once your Round Light Box Sign is securely fixed you will 
then need to decide what adapter plug best suits you. Plug it 
in then switch it on. 
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Driver

Dimmer

6m of cable

(Choose your adapter)

NZ
    AU
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Once your signs plugged into the wall you can switch the 
sign on and off and adjust the brightness using the dimmer. 

After that you are all done! Your sign should be securely 
installed, lit up and on display for people to see. 

Dimmer



SIGN MAINTENANCE

The Round Light Box Sign band can come apart allowing for 
you to change the acrylic frame in and out. 

When opening the sign to change the acrylic panel please 
use a hand screw driver. Powered drivers may damage the 
threads. 

Although our sign comes ready to plug into the wall any 
reconnection of the wires should be carried out by a 
registered electrician. 



DISCL AIMER

George & Willy products have a lifetime warranty. 
This only covers faulty workmanship and hardware. 
Not the electronics. 

It does not cover normal wear and tear, accidents, or 
misuse of the product. If the defect was caused by a 
manufacturing fault, the faulty product will be replaced 
free of charge. If the original product is no longer in 
production, it will be replaced with the most similar 
product.

Please keep all parts out of reach of small children as 
they may pose a choking risk.



CONTACT  US

sales@georgeandwilly.com

www.georgeandwilly.com

@georgeandwilly

www.pinterest.com/georgeandwilly/


